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The Next Ammonium Nitrate
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0800-0830
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Ohio Hazmat Teams Conference – 2022
Workshop Descriptions
KEYNOTE FRIDAY: After COVID, where do we go from here? – Michael Callan
Mike will talk about how COVID impacted the hazmat response world and what lessons we should learn from the
experience. How will these lessons help us prepare for the next major event that will result in hazmat responders continuing
to lead the way.
Grounding and Bonding - What You Need to Know - Glen Rudner
This workshop will layout the What’s, Why’s, and How’s of Grounding and Bonding. The program will follow the
recommendations as set by the NFPA 472 standards and discuss the misunderstanding of what ground resistance is and
why do we do it first. Then by demonstration the instructor will show how we set up a grounding field for the damaged
container, grounding field for the recovery container and appliances and how to bond them together. This is an interactive
program that will ask the student to discuss the subject. If you wish bring your ground density meter with you and let’s
make sure you know how it works!
Class 4.3 Water Reactive Chemicals: Risk Based Response - Barry Lindley
Understanding the properties of Water Reactive Chemicals is critical to successful response. This class covers the
chemical and physical properties, what they do when they get wet, typical containers and successful emergency response
to these unusual and highly reactive materials.
Anhydrous Ammonia: Tactics and Response - Dave Binder
This course will explain chemical and physical properties of ammonia, how it’s used and how it’s stored and transported.
Get prepared to handle anhydrous ammonia incidents by attending this session which will review an emergency response
guide card specifically generated for anhydrous ammonia. The guide card provides valuable quick reference
information for ammonia incidents from size up through response tactics. The focus is on the practical application of all
this info in dealing with the anhydrous ammonia emergencies.
Cryogenic Emergencies: The Cold Hard Facts - Nick Zamiska & Barry Lindley
As technicians, we all recognize cryogenics for its extreme cold hazards. But in addition to the cold, high pressures,
asphyxiation, fire and explosion hazards can also lead to a bad day. Even the slightest exposure to cryogenic liquids/gases
can place first responders into an IDLH environment.
Safe, Unsafe, and Dangerous – A Practical Approach to Handling Hazardous Materials – Michael Callan
This is a practical approach to dealing with chemical emergencies. It is applicable to anyone who responds to hazardous
materials releases. Whether you’re from industry or public safety, this program is designed to keep you alive. It helps
identify that there are three distinct areas of a hazardous materials situation: Safe, Unsafe and Dangerous. Recognizing
when it’s safe or dangerous is the beginning of developing a proper mitigation process, site safety plan and/or emergency
response to a chemical spill.
Radiation: Basics of Emergency Response - William Lohner
This course will review the basics of radiation and how to identify a radiation hazard. We will discuss radiation exposure,
contamination, radiation dose limits, and personal protective equipment (PPE). The course continues with suggested
response tactics to keep responders and the public safe during a radiological incident.
Railroad Operations and Rail Cars 101— Thomas Bartfai, Rob Rohr & Glen Rudner
Railroads have lots of resources for dealing with hazmat emergencies. Learn how to work with the railroads. Hazmat
responders need to understand rail car construction and design in order to safely evaluate the potential course and harm
posed by an incident. This workshop will cover how to identify and evaluate rail cars to aid in critical decision making.
Confined Space Air Monitoring: What’s Down There? – Mark Vedder
People die in confined spaces every year and most of the time the problem is atmospheric. Learn what type of hazardous
atmospheres are likely to be found in confined spaces, how to detect and quantify them and the best tools and tactics for
ventilation to make them safer for the victim and the rescuers.
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Workshop Descriptions
KEYNOTE SATURDAY: Response to CNG Commercial Vehicle Fires – Mark Vedder
Mark will tell the story of an incident he responded to in December last year which completely changed the way he thinks
about CNG fueled commercial vehicles. He explains about the fuel systems, where they can be found and how these fires
are fought with totally different tactics that other alternative fuel vehicles. News footage of other incidents from around the
US.
The Next Ammonium Nitrate Disaster: When…Not If – Manny Ehrlich
This presentation examines the history of major ammonium nitrate disasters, going back to the 1940’s when Texas City
was destroyed and concluding with the destruction of Beirut in 2020. Because there has been confusion that several of
these incidents may have been caused by ANFO or anhydrous ammonia, the physical and chemical properties of these
materials will be compared to ammonium nitrate. Destructive impacts of these incidents will be discussed, as will methods
to avert further disasters.
Chemical Calculations for Hazmat Technicians – Barry Lindley
Hazmat technicians have to make calculations on the street, with very little time to do the research. Barry has put together
some quick formulas that will help when you’ve got to calculate things like neutralizing agents, amount of foam necessary
for vapor suppression, estimating quantity of a spill, converting ppm to percent gas in air, calculating percent of LEL, the
rule of 1300, container volumes and pressures.
Basic Air Monitoring: Understanding the Technology and What Your Meter is Saying — Glen Rudner
During this workshop the participant should gain a better understanding of the terminology used when discussing sensor
technology, how the technology for each of the sensors used works and how to interpret the data to develop tactical objects.
The primary sensors to be covered include; oxygen, LEL, H2S, CO, PID, and the understanding of the colormetrics used.
Street Smart Safety – Michael Callan
One of the most important functions in any hazmat or fire emergency response is safety of response personnel at the
scene. Sadly, it is often delegated late in the incident or overlooked completely in the frenzy of the emergency operations.
Safety should be the primary focus of the mitigation effort. It is one of the major metrics of the incident commander’s effort.
Safety should be in everyone’s mind from the seasoned incident commander to the rookie emergency responder in the
street. It is everyone’s responsibility to have the right attitude. When it comes to safety there has to be a complex mixture
of knowledge and experience that a responder calls – “street smart”. Safety is too important to be a second or third thought
at any emergency!
Class 5 Oxidizers: Risk Based Response - Barry Lindley
Oxidizers support combustion and when in contact with fuels can be exothermic and energetic. This class covers the
chemical and physical properties, typical containers and case histories with examples of successful and not so successful
emergency response to these reactive chemicals.
Hazmat Incident Case Studies —Mark Vedder & Steve Groves
This workshop will review several recent hazmat incidents from Northeast Ohio and around the country. We will discuss
the chemicals, the containers and the environment. Each incident has unique challenges. Students will participate in scene
size-up, discussion of hazards and possible options for the IAP, including PPE, product control and downwind protective
actions.
Understanding Highway Tank Trucks—Thomas Bartfai and Rob Rohr
Hazmat responders need to understand highway cargo tank construction to safely evaluate damage and make decisions
about plugging and patching, off-loading product, up righting of containers. This workshop will cover the physical and
structural differences between DOT306, DOT407, DOT312, MC338, and MC331 specification cargo tanks to aid in critical
decision making.
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Instructor Bios
Michael Callan
Michael Callan is a thirty-eight-year veteran of the Fire Service and a former Captain with the Wallingford, Connecticut Fire
Department. He is author of the popular Street Smart Haz Mat Response by Red Hat Publications. In 1989 at the Fire
Department Instructors Conference (FDIC) in Cincinnati he was selected from 7000 municipal and private sector
instructors, as the International Society of Fire Instructors' - George D. Post Instructor of the Year. Mr. Callan developed
the Propane Emergencies Training Facilitator's Guide and PowerPoint programs used extensively by the US Fire Service.
He is co-author of Hazardous Materials Exposures - Emergency Response and Patient Care published by Brady and
Prentice Hall. He is the lead instructor on the video training series by Emergency Resources Inc. - "Surviving the Hazardous
Materials Incident". He is the author of the Department of Transportation / Office of Pipeline Safety's Pipeline Emergencies
Training program. Pipeline Emergencies is distributed by the National Association of Fire Marshals nationally to every state
fire service training organization.
David Binder
David Binder is the Director of Quality, Safety & Regulatory Affairs and the Training Director of the Ammonia Safety &
Emergency Response Training (ASERT℠) program with Tanner Industries, Inc. in Southampton, PA. David facilitates
safety and emergency response training programs throughout the world for industry, fire department, emergency response
and emergency management personnel.
He also speaks and presents at numerous Federal, State and Industry
Association conferences. He is very involved and in leadership positions with various industry associations and has
served on various standards committees. David serves on the National TRANSCAER Task Group and chaired the
curriculum committee that put together the Anhydrous Ammonia training program.
Barry Lindley
Senior chemist with Emergency Response Solutions, SPSI, and MMR. He is a NBFSPQ Level I and II fire instructor,
HAZMAT Technician, Branch Officer, and Branch Safety Officer. He was formerly with DuPont and Chemours for 37 years.
He was / is a team leader, safety officer, chemist and Instructor. Barry is the Chairperson for IFSTA’s Hazardous Materials
Publications Committee for Awareness, Operations and Technician. He is also a member of the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) 470 technical committee. Barry has co-authored five books on Forensic Investigator Safety and StreetSmart Chemistry.
Glen Rudner
Recently retired from the Norfolk Southern Railroad as Manager, Environmental Operations and formerly Hazardous
Materials Manager. He was previously General Manager of CIRG at the Security and Emergency Response Training
Center in Pueblo, Colorado, and prior to that retired as a Hazardous Materials Response Officer for the Virginia Department
of Emergency Management. His 45 years of experience in public safety include 12 years as a career firefighter/hazardous
materials specialist for the City of Alexandria (VA) Fire Department, as well as a former volunteer emergency medical
technician (EMT), firefighter, and officer. As a subcontractor, he has served as a consultant and assisted in development
of many training programs for local, state, and federal agencies. He also serves as Secretary for the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA) Hazardous Materials Committee, member of the International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)
Hazardous Materials Committee, member of the American Society of Testing and Materials (ASTM), and the Co-Chairman
of the Ethanol Emergency Response Coalition.
Tom Bartfai
Hazardous Materials Specialist for the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio since October of 1994. Conducts roadside
inspections on commercial motor vehicles transporting hazardous materials. Performs safety audits on trucking companies
and shipper audits on hazardous material manufacturers and hazardous waste generators. FRA certified since August
2015 to conduct rail hazardous material inspections.
Steve Groves
Steve is a 40+ year veteran of the fire service, recently retiring from the Stow (OH) Fire Department. He has also served
with Tallmadge FD, Valley Fire District and was the Director of the Summit County Hazmat Team for many years. He has
an AAS Fire Protection, a BS in Chemistry, and a Masters in Public Administration, all from the University of Akron.
Steve is a Hazardous Materials Instructor for the National Fire Academy, Ohio Fire Academy, University of Akron,
Cleveland State University and for Bad Day Training & Consulting
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Rob Rohr
Hazardous Materials Specialist for the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio since January of 2002. Conducts roadside
inspections on commercial motor vehicles transporting hazardous materials. Performs safety audits on trucking companies
and shipper audits on hazardous material manufacturers and hazardous waste generators. FRA certified since June 2018
to conduct rail hazardous material inspections
William Lohner
Bill has been working in the radiological field for more than 30 years and most recently has had the opportunity to work at
the Ohio Department of Health, Bureau of Environmental Health and Radiation Protection. Bill is the project lead for Ohio
Radiological Emergency Preparedness (OREP), a program that began in 2020. The goal for the program is to ensure that
Ohio is prepared to respond to radiation emergencies, whether accidental or intentional, and keep Ohioans safe. Bill’s
experience ranges from environmental monitoring for radiological contaminants in the air, water, and soil; and providing
oversight and direction for the response and remediation of hazardous material incidents.
Manny Ehrlich
Former Board Member-U.S. Chemical Safety and Hazard investigation Board (CSB) Nominated by President Barack
Obama (1/14) Senate confirmed (12/14). Manny has spent over 60 years in the chemical industry in various management
positions including manufacturing, Human Resources and Emergency Response. He is degreed and grounded in
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and possess dual Master Degrees in Counseling Psychology for Business and Industry.
Mr. Ehrlich is a Board Member of the Ammonia Safety and Training Institute and has been active in the National Fire
Protection Associations emergency response activities for over 25 years.
Nick Zamiska
Fire Chief of the Brecksville (OH) Fire Department. Nick is the former Director of the Southwest Emergency Response
(SERT) Hazmat Team and currently a Deputy Team Leader for the Cuyahoga County Type 1 Hazmat/WMD Team. He
has a Bachelor of Science degree in Emergency Management from the University of Akron and a Master’s in Public
Administration degree from Columbia Southern University. Nick is a lead instructor with Bad Day Training and enjoys
delivering a wide-variety of emergency response training. He has spoken at several conferences, including the Ohio Fire
Chief’s conference, FLA Hazmat Conference, PA Hazmat Conference, NW OH Hazmat Conference, and FDIC. Nick is a
fire instructor and Hazmat / WMD technician instructor in the State of Ohio. He is also an alternate member of the NFPA
Technical Committee on Hazardous Materials / WMD Response (NFPA 470).
Mark Vedder
Mark is a 40+ year veteran of the fire service, currently Fire Chief for Solon Fire-Rescue in Solon, Ohio and part-time
Assistant Fire Chief with the Chagrin Falls Department, and has been Hazmat Coordinator for the Chagrin/SE Hazmat
Team in Cuyahoga County, Ohio for over 32 years. He serves on the Cuyahoga County LEPC and chairs the Ohio
Hazardous Materials Technical Advisory Committee. He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Fire Safety Engineering from
the University of Cincinnati and is an Ohio Fire Service Instructor, Paramedic Instructor, Advanced Hazmat Life Support
Instructor and Hazmat/WMD Technician Instructor. He has presented at the IAFC Hazmat Conference, the OH Hazmat
Conference, the NYS Hazmat Conference and the FLA Hazmat Conference.
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